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Pegram wins city council seat
By Dick Schaaf
While the San Jose mayor race
teetered precariously between Bart
Collins and Janet Grey Hayes, Larry
Pegram coasted to a surprisingly easy
victory over city council opponent Nick
Lickwar.
Out of 1,280 precincts with over 250
counted, Hayes --the city’s vice
mayorled Collinsretired chief
of detectives for San Jose’s police
departmentby a pencil-thin margin
of 604 votes (18,483 to 17,879).
Pegram, 29, a San Jose police officer

and 1970 graduate of SJSU was
Interviewed on KNTV (Channel 11),
swamping Lickwar, city auditorium Collins confidently predicted a victory.
manager by a margin of nearly two to
"I’m sure I will be ( elected)," he said
one (21,079 to 12,0801.
at 10:30.
Voter turnout, expected to be lighter
Sounding tired, Collins characterized
than normal, apparently fell below the San Jose as a bedroom community and
68 per cent predicted by the county’s claimed The quality of life here in San
Registrar of Voters George Mann.
Jose is better than anywhere else in the
In the race for the mayor’s chair world."
vacated by Norman Mineta for his
Promising to be a leader, Collins said
successful
run
for
the
13th he would concentrate on ending the city
Congressional District, both candidates council’s vacillation on policy matters.
were professing optimism when the
"I don’t think we’ve given him (City
Daily went to press.
Manager Ted Tedesco) a chance yet,"

Cranston captures Senate seat;
Mayor Mineta a likely winner
By Phil Trounstine
Liberal California politicians won
victories in U.S. congressional races
yesterday, reflecting voting patterns of
citizens across the nation.
Democratic Senator Alan Cranston
handily defeated Republican State
Senator H.L. (Bill) Richardson of
Arcadia to win his second six-year term
in office.
San Jose Mayor Norman Mineta, a
Democrat, appeared headed toward
victory over Republican George Milias
in a race for the recently vacated 13th
District seat in the House of
Representatives.
Rep. Paul (Pete) McCloskey, R-San
Mateo, who challenged the presidency
of Richard Nixon in 1968, was returned
to his 12th District congressional seat
defeating his Democratic opponent
Gary Gilmore, mayor of Santa Clara.

Rep. Don Edwards, 1)-San Jose,
who gained national attention as a
member of the House Judiciary
Committee, swamped his challenger
Republican John Enright, returning to
his 10th District seat for the seventh
time.
Cranston, who spent more money
than any other Senate candidate in the
country, was sent back to Congress
with a more than 130,000 vote margin.
The 60-year-old Democrat is the first
California senator to be re-elected since
1962.
With 20 per cent of the vote tallied,
Mayor Mineta enjoyed a 4,000 vote lead
over his opponent George Milias.
Mineta, the first Japanese
American mayor of a major American
city, if elected would be the first
JapaneseAmerican congressman to
be elected from the U.S. mainland.
He began his political career when he

was appointed to the San Jose City
Council in 1969. In 1971 Mineta was
elected mayor of San Jose.
Rep.
McCloskey,
the
first
congressman to introduce an impeachment resolution against former
President Richard Nixon, said he is not
worried about the massive, nationwide
Democratic victories.
"We ( the Republicans) earned a
devastating defeat around the country.
For too many months we defended the
President and we’re paying the price
for that now," McCloskey said last
night.
Rep. Edwards had no trouble with
Enright who switched in late September from Republican to "Centrist
Independent."
Edwards was a vocal member of the
House Judiciary Committee and played
a visible role in the impeachment of
former President Nixon.

Edmund G. Brown Jr.
he said. "We’ve had seven different
bosses going seven different ways."
Hayes, who outpolled Collins in the
June primary and was given a slight
edge in a recent phone poll to become
the city’s first woman mayor, was
admittedly emotional.
"I’m sweating this one out," she told
reporter Mike Lefkow, "but it’s too
close for comfort.
"We’ve worked very hard for this,"
By Joel Konopken
she told campaign workers in her North
Edmund G. Brown Jr. will be the next governor of California.
First Street headquarters.
Heading a Democratic sweep of the top statewide executive offices, Secretary of
"I’m hoping we do it."
The Hayes headquarters appeared to State Brown yesterday defeated State Controller Houston I. Flournoy to succeed
be more relaxed, even when early vote retiring Gov. Ronald Reagan.
Other Democrats swept into office include March Fong (secretary of state) and
totals gave Collins a slight lead.
In the city council contest, Pegram, Jess Unruh (treasurer).
The only winning Republican was Evelle Younger, who was re-elected as atfighting both experience and the Sin
Jose MercuryNews’ endorsement of torney general.
The races for lieutenant governor (Mervyn Dymally vs. John Harmer) and
Lickwar, was overjoyed at the early
state controller (Kenneth Cory vs. William Bagley) were close as of 11 p.m., with
returns.
"I like them very much," he said as less than 10 per cent of the vote tabulated.
With 11 per cent of the vote counted, Brown led with 371, 448 votes to Flournoy’s
the lead piled up. "People who are
voting for me are voting for a program 357, 879.
Brown, 36, follows in the footsteps of his father, Edmund G. (Pat ) Brown, who
of controlled growth, industrial
development and neighborhood ser- served as governor from 1959 to 1967.
Brown, who defeated 18 challengers to win the June Democratic primary, had
vices," he promised.
led in the race throughout the campaign, but had to stave off a late Flournoy rally
to win the governorship.
As of 11 p.m., Brown had not claimed victory and Flournoy had not conceded
defeat, but both ABC and CBS had, on the basis of precinct analysis, proclaimed
Brown the winner.
Fong, the Oakland assemblywoman who gained statewide attention for her
successful opposition of pay toilets, easily defeated Corporations Commissioner
Brian Van Camp to become the state’s top election official.
Unruh, who defeated consumer affairs officer John Kehoe, was seeking a
047"
comeback after his unsuccessful bid for the governorship in 1970. He is the former
speaker of the California Assembly.
Dymally and Cory held very slim leads in their races.
Brown’s election was part of a nationwide trend which saw at least seven
Democrats win governorships which had been held by Republicans.
The Democrats also made net gains of between 45 and 50 House seats, to give
them better than a two-to-one margin, and of at least four Senate seats, giving
them at least a 62-38 margin.

Brown’s late rally
defeats Flournoy

Larry Pegram

Who should get more money?

Instructional funds spark flap
By Tom Lee
Are students in the California State
University and Colleges (CSUC) being
treated like second-class citizens when
the state hands out education dollars?
Opinions differ at SJSU regarding the
question raised by a group of California
State University, San Diego, professors
who contend that the University of
California is getting an unfair share of
the state’s education dollars.
Some SJSU administrators admit
there is a disparity in funding, but they
say it is justified because of the dif-

ferent roles of the two systems.
Others say either the two systems are
not comparable or that the basic
premise of the San Diego State
professors is correct but that the
figures used to defend it are suspect.
The latest round of debate over the
funding of the two university systems
began early this semester when the
CSUSD professors organized the
Committee for Equal Treatment in
Higher Education.
Argument prepared
The committee, headed by economics

A suspended moment in time
A silhouette of nature and technology
merge into one as the camera catches this
solitary blend of the Old Science Building.

This jet is heading toward down
town San Jose over the airport.

professor J. William Leasure, retained
Los Angeles attorney John E.
McDermott and prepared their
argument for presentation to various
state agencies, the state legislature, the
governor, and the courtsif the dispute
goes that far.
McDermott gained a reputation in
educational funding by winning the
famous Serrano vs. Priest case which
upset the method of financing
elementary and secondary education in
California.
Controversial figures compiled by
Leasure and McDermott show that
each UC freshman is receiving $1,064 in
state instructional support while his
counterpart in the state university
receives only $771.
Figures disputed
UC disputes those figures. UC Vice
President, C.O. McCorkle Jr., offered
figures showing that the state
university actually gives more instructional support to undergraduate
students than UC.
McCorkle’s figures show that the
state paid $1,582 for each lower-division
student in the CSUC system and $1,435
at UC. His figures for upper-division
students showed that CSUC students
received $1,606 and his counterpart in
UC received only $1,552 in instructional
support.
The reason for the conflicting figures,
according to Jack Foot, dean of
academic planning, is that the
budgeting and accounting methods of
the two university systems are completely different, so the validity of any
comparisons is suspect.
He cited as another major problem
the fact that UC has much greater
freedom in moving funds from one part
of the budget to another because of the
way in which the state constitution
provides for the UC.
He added that the CSUC system is
budgeted on a line-item basis and thus
does not have the fiscal autonomy UC
has.
"Both systems should get comparable funding for comparable
courses," said Foot. "The problem is
defining comparable."
Disparity Justified
Jim Noah, director of university
relations at SJSU, said if there is a
disparity in funding between the two
systems, it could be justified because of
the different roles of the CSUC and UC.
He pointed out that in addition to
undergraduate studies, UC offers more

doctoral programs and funds research
programs, which cost more than the
CSUC’s lower-division, upper-division,
and graduate programs.
"Undergraduate students are actually getting a better education here
than they would at CC," said Noah. He
said that many full professors at UC
were doing research and had teacher’s
assistants teaching their classes.
He added that most of the undergraduate classes are extremely
large compared with those in the CSUC
system.
Dr. David Elliot, chairman of the
Speech Communication Department
and a member of the SJSU Academic
Senate, disagreed with justifying
funding disparities by citing roles of the
two systems.
Validity questioned
Elliot said he ’’questioned the validity
of the assumptions contained in the
master plan." The master plan, passed
in 1960 as the Donahoe Act, defined the
role of the CSUC system.
The argument concerning "division
of labor is a valid one," said Elliot,
but I have doubts about the degree
we’re asked to accept great
disparities."
Elliot called the state support for the
CSUC system "woefully inadequate"
compared with UC. He added that UC
has the privledged position and CSUC
has taken "second best."
Elliot said that while he agrees with
the basic premise of the CSUSD
professors, he was not familiar with
their figures on instructional support.
Dr. Bud Hutchinson, executive
director of the United Professors of
California, said he is familiar with
Leasure and his argument about the
funding disparity between the two
systems.
Figures questioned
He questioned Leasure’s figures on
instructional support and said he would
he more inclined to accept UC’s figures.
Leasure presented his argument to
the CSUC Board of Trustees at the
October meeting, said Hutchinson, but
the trustees took no action.
Both the CSUC and UC are
"hopelessly starved," said Hutchinson,
"but we shouldn’t engage in cannibalism. We ought to try to improve
both systems."
Elliot agreed with Hutchinson, saying
that both systems were "victims of
Reagan ism. "

Local Demos sweep
state legislature races
Following the nationwide trend.
Democrats appear to have won the four
local races for the California State
Legislature.
In the 12th State Senate District
(South San Jose and southern county)
Mayor Jerry Smith of Saratoga
defeated three-term incumbent Clark
Bradley.
Bradley had been a fixture in San
Jose politics since 1938, serving as San
Jose councilman and mayor and as
state assemblyman and senator.
This year, however, he was running

in a newly reapportioned district which
included only 40 per cent of his old one.
and included the SJSU campus area.
In the 24th Assembly District (South
San Jose) Leona Egeland easily
defeated Peter Tweedt. It was the first
race for the assembly for both persons.
Democratic incumbents Alister
McAlister (21st DistrictEast San Jose
to Southern Alameda County) and John
Vasconcellos ( 23rd DistrictSanta
Clara and Western and Downtown San
Jose ) were both re-elected by wide
margins.

Committee opts
for new 80-20 policy
By Stephen Crawford,
The current 80-20 interim appointment policy should be allowed to expire and be
replaced with a new policy, according to a recommendation from the professional
standards committee of the Academic Senate.
The recommendation, issued by the committee Friday, will be voted on by the
Academic Senate next Monday, before going to President John H. Bunzel.
Dr. Arnold Schein, chairman of the committee, said he would not comment on
the recommendation.
"I don’t want to bias the whole situation," he said. Schien said he prefers people
to "read it, study it and make their own conclusions."
The proposed policy is a revision of Section 28 of the Faculty Reference Book.
The proposal stipulates that there are two kinds of appointments for university
facultyregular and temporary.
According to current policy, regular appointments are either probationary or
tenured, and temporary appointments are either full-time or part-time.
"Regular appointments," a proposed change, refers to tenured and
probationary faculty.
The recommendation states that temporary appointments are of a fixed
duration" one semester only or one year only. Persons holding these appointments
are titled lecturer. The appointments carry no implication of reappointment and
commitment to reappointment can only be made in writing by the school dean.
This group of people, Schein said, are second class faculty. They have no access
to grievance procedures. Unlike probationary faculty, he continued, merit plays
no part in advancement.
According to the proposal, no temporary appointment, whether part-time or fulltime can lead to tenure. This is stipulated in the faculty reference book, but the
proposed change adds that "persons holding temporary positions may be considered for probationary appointments should such appointments become
available."
Regular appointments will be authorized, according to the new proposal for two
reasons: 11 curricular needs and ( 2) fluctuations in enrollment.
These appointments, however, must Justify a "reasonable expectation that
probationary faculty will be able to earn tenure if appropriate standards are met."
The proposed policy states that probationary appointments are made "in the
expectation that meritorous performance" will lead to annual retention and
eventually tenure.
"Accordingly," the proposal states, "probationary appointments should be
preceeded by an extensive recruitment search."
The proposal adds that only the best qualified of the applicants should be
recommended for appointments. It continues that probationary appointment
should not be made unless it is judged from a "comprehensive review that the
applicant will be able to "satisfy the requirements for tenure."
The proposed policy was passed by the professional standards committee by a
vote of 8-0 with one abstention.
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Letters to the Editor
Referendum ’absurd,’

A.S. Council

says ex-election official

member denies

Editor:

Last week’s referendum was
absurd. Based upon the comments
we Election Board members
received at the polls, the campus
was not adequately informed of the
issues.
The Spartan Daily ads were
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difficult to read and stated little
about the actual effects of either
point of view. The leafleting was
non-existent on campus until the
actual voting days. One question
was obviously biased and tended to
turn voters off.
I want it known that Melanie
Prole, Paul Larkin and I spent six
hours on Thursday night and five
hours on Saturday night counting
the ballots for a referendum that
we all felt unnecessary. We worked
hard and we are tired.
Perhaps someone can use the
results but we all agree with the
one voter who wrote on the ballot,
"What good did this effort do?" By
all means let us know what good it
did do if any.
We would like to thank the many
people who volunteered to poll sit
for us. And special thanks to the 200
people who voted during the last
six hours of the election. You kept
us from total loneliness while we
were freezing.
Carole Matthews
ex-Election Board Chairwoman

Apathy has wrapped itself
around many SJSU students like a
bear rugand while they are
wallowing in the warmth of
lethargy philosophizing about the
sad condition of the world and
campusmore than 90 A.S. and
Academic Senate positions remain
unfilled.
Just last week more than 120
students stood outside Tower Hall
protesting President John H.
Bunzel’s "power" policies.
An A.S. referendum was held
recently to register student’s
distaste for a number of administrative policies and activities.
And, the unhappiness and
unrest over the faculty turnovers in
both the Economics and African
Studies departments is mounting.
But have the boycotts in either of
these departments accomplished
Conimunily

anything?
Wasted effort
Unfortunately, it has all been
wasted effort with little if any
resultanother closed chapter in
defeat.
The time has come to stop
complaining about the dirt and do
our housecleaning early. It’s time
those angry voices work before
not after the fact. It’s time new
voices emergeto be seen, to inform, to change.
Pro or con, we need people to
watch, to safeguard both administrative and student government policies.
These positions are meant to
serve as a check and balance
system. But there can be few
checks and little balance when
every important board and committee on campus is overrun with
what has been termed "the ad-
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Black Theater Workshop praised
Rit..hard colernati
Journalism senior

GIA agreement
Editor:

The article entitled "Budget
Deadline Upped 2 Weeks" in Nov 5
Spartan Daily was grossly inaccurate in stating that it took nearly
three months for Bunzel and the
council to reach an agreeable
figure for GIA ( grants-in-aid)
funding.
Council has never reached an
agreeable figure for GIA funding
with Bunzel! The council only
complied with the judge’s
(superior Court Judge James B.
Scott) order to make ;39,000
available for GIA.
To emphasize this disagreement,
I call your attention to the bill
passed by council (vetoed by A.S.
President John Rico) to hold the
GIA money until after the case had
run its course.
John Banks
A.S. Councilman
A.S. Budget Committee Chairman

Congratulations are in order to
the Black Theater Workshop for
their outstanding production of the
Victorious,"
play,
"Purlie
presented last week at SJSU.
A rapport of warmth and
friendship was evident between the
actors which undoubtably helped
them in doing a play of this kind. A
rapport could also be felt between
the actor and the audience, a real
sensation of being a part of the play
and one of its characters.
But despite this feeling of being
cuddled and caressed by the actors, the drama was lacking in one
main areait failed to give off the
aura of being in a theater, as was
intended, but to no fault of the
workshop.
Whey was the Black Theater
Workshop performing the Studio
Theater, rather than in the
University Theater where all
major productions are held?
Was it because it was thought
there would not be enough people in
attendance to warrant use of the
theater?

This cannot be true as every seat
in the studio was filled and people
were standing along the sides
Saturday night, clearly showing
standing room only.
Was it because it was thought
the grade of performance of the
Black Theater Workshop would not
be up to the so-called "quality"
that usually inhabits the theater?
Again, this could not be true
because at each intermission a
thunderous applause could be
heard throughout the studio, and at
the end, the show received a
standing ovationwhich I don’t
think was out of sympathy.
The atmosphere of the studio was
not conducive for "Purlie" in any
way. Seating consisted of folding
chairs haphazardly placed about
with the people farther back than
row three staring into the head of
the man in front of him.
In one scene of the play, the stage
curtain had to be taped to a prop to
hide a piece of prop from another
scene.
I’ve heard of making do with

"I am also locating groups
within the city to perform, so
we can use these city
resources. I am beating the
bushes all the time," he said.
He then has to schedule,
publicize and help to find
additional funding for the
concerts, Lizardi said.
Working on a tight budget
of $6,000 for all 20 concerts,
I.izardi’s salary in included
within that budget. However,
I.izardi declined to disclose
his salary.
Of his job goals, Lizard’
says that producing shows to
match the performers with
the area is the most difficult.
We just had a string
quartet that played for
senior citizens. They loved it
but the attendance was low,"
he said.
Planning difficult
Planning a schedule in a
City as big as San Jose that
has something going on
everyday is difficult, Lizardi
said.
The concerts are free to all
San Joseans according to
Lizardi, who lists increased
taxes as a reason why
citizens should enjoy a free
concert.
"Property taxes are so
exorbitant that people should
get something for free," he
said.

Lizardi who has to work a
great deal with city officials
says that he is gaining experience not only in the
entertainment field but with
the workings of city
government.
"The most experience I
am looking forward to is to
understand
try
to
politicians," he said.
"Too many chiefs"
"There are too many
chiefs and not enough
Indians," he added.
Walking that thin line
between the people and
working with politicians,
Lizardi said, he is trying to
please both sides.
"But I feel my responsibility is to the people. If I
had to name a loyalty I
would have to say it is to
myself to do a good job," he
said.
I.izardi wants to remain on
that thin line.
"I don’t even own a tie. If I
ever had to join (the
government bureaucracy) I
feel I can always move in
and out," he said.
Lizardi got his job through
personal contacts that have
known him in the entertainment field, he says.
One problem that Lizardi
faced during his job was
when the city council wanted

to have an entertainment
event that did not meet their
budget.
said
"The council,"
Lizardi, "was thinking
champagne on a beer
budget."
"In entertainment good
common sense sometimes is
the answer everything," he
said.
Training good
the
A.S.
Being
on
Programs Board and coffee
house manager was the best
training he could have
received, says Lizardi.
"Before I came here
(SJSU) I didn’t know
anything. I transferred into
something that I can make
money out of," he said.
I.izardi, who will graduate
in January with a degree
from New College in concert
management, said that other
students should consider
concert management as a
career.
"It is a perfect training
ground for a fine arts
concert
or
producer
managing. A lot of students
should give it a thought
because jobs are getting
scarce," he said.
Direction paid off
Finding a direction in
college has apparently paid
off. Lizardi, who applied to

what you have but that was
ridiculous and could have been
prevented? These things almost
gave off the impression of
anateurishness, keeping the drama
production from reaching the level
of professionalism it could hail
attained.
In an interview last week, Eir.
Willie Williams, director of the
Black Theater Workshop, was
quoted as saying, "The Drama
Department has decided to give me
everything I need for this. I’ve
never had a chance to do a play
with the talent I have or the help
I’m getting now."
I believe that with a little more
effort on the part of the Drama
Department, "Purlie Victorious"
could have been an outstanding
success for the Black Theater
Workshop.
The Black Theater Workshop ’is
planning other productions to be
presented at SJSU, I hope they will
be housed in more favorable
conditions than they were last
week.

Cover-up trial
told of denials
by defendants

Concert head Lizard!
joining ’establishment’
By David Reyes
Dressed casually in a blue
western shirt adorned with
designs and wearing hiking
boots, Hector I.izardi, 23,
concert chairman for the
AS. Program Board, may
soon be joining what some
students call "the establishment."
Pushing back his shoulder
length hair, I.izardi, who has
been on the program board
for two and one-half years
and manager of the Joint
Effort Coffee House for 18
months, is enthused about a
new job.
lie is the temporary
project coordinator for the
city -funded
San
Jose
Visibility ’74-75 program.
"My job is to familiarize
citizens to the cultural
aspects of San Jose," he
said.
Concerts scheduled
According to Lizardi, San
Jose has 20 concerts
scheduled for the Visibility
’74-’75 program for the enjoyment of the citizens. As
coordinator he produces
these concerts that occur
through-out the city for free.
But his job entails more
than just being a producer.
"I have to travel and find
places where we can have
the concerts," he said.

ministration."
Of course we can shrug a
shoulder, shake a head or snarl in
contempt at the "chisel" student
government holds against the
mountain of administrative policy:
That’s easy.
Taking responsibility
What’s difficult is taking part
andtaking responsibility.
A.S. has three council seats open
while Academic Senate has a
vacant student representative
seat. Isn’t it time we work and
watch on the inside rather than cry
from the outside?
Loud voices and paperwork
mean nothing if we don’t walk the
route and work from the bottom
where it all begins.
Maybe someday, more of us will
even vote.

40"

,

OPP.

Hector Lizordi
four law schools "for a
joke," has been accepted to
all four.
Lizardi is apprehensive on

his career goals.
"I need to wait at least two
years for a decision on that,"
he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)
The Watergate cover-up trial
heard testimony yesterday
from three FBI agents who
interviewed defendants John
N. Mitchell and John D.
Ehrlichman within weeks of
the June 17, 1972, break-in at
Democratic National
Committee
headquarters.
The agents testified that
both Mitchell and Ehrlichman told them in separate
interviews that all they knew
of the break-in was that they
had read in the newspapers.
One of the charges against
each is that the charges
against each is that the
statement was false.
Battle lines formed over
prosecution plans to play
portions of 20 more White
House
tapes
as
the
prosecutors began calling
witnesses to describe how
the taping system was installed, how it operated and
to identify the voices.
John J. Wilson, lawyer for
H. R. Haldeman, the former
White House staff chief who
was a participant in most of
the recorded coversations,
said he would demand that
when the government plays
a portion of any tape that the
entire conversation be
played.

William G. Hundley,
lawyer for Mitchell, said that
playing tapes which include
incriminating references to
Mitchell could deny him his
right to face his accusers.
Daniel C. Mahan, an FBI
agent, testified he interviewed both Mitchell and
Ehrlichman as part of his
assignment "to determine
all the persons involved in
the break-in."
Mitchell was interviewed
on July 6, 1972, and according to Mahan’s written
report, he stated, "he had rto
knowledge of the break-in:of
the Democratic National
Committee headquarters
other than what he has read
in newspaper accounts :of
that incident."
On July 26, 1972, Ehrlich- ’
man told Mahan "that he is
in possession of no Id formation relative to the
break-in of the Democratic
National committee
headquarters on June 17,
1972, other than what he has
read in the way of newspaper
accounts of that incident."
"Mr. Ehrlichman stated
that he has sought no 1nformation in this regard
from the President."
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Chem society
ranks on top

a
in

People power pushes plane

SJSU’s chapter of the American Chemical Society ( ACS )
has been designated as one of 42 student chapters, one of two
in California, singled out as "outstanding for the 1973-74
academic year," according to the Oct. 21 issue of Chemical
and Engineering News.
According to ACS chapter member Kevin Hathoway, the
award was based on the annual report the club’s activities for
the past year.
The chapter, which has a room in Duncan Hall, offers free
tutoring, and sells sample tests and other study materials to
chemistry students, Hathoway said.
A special event the chapter sponcered last year was to host
a convention for Bay Area members of ACS, said Hathoway
"It came off really well," he said.
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Senior in ROTC
wins $500 grant
Leo J. Ferras, a senior
Army ROTC cadet at SJSU
$500
was awarded a
scholarship check from the
Society of American Military
Engineers (SAME.) last
month.
Ferras, a math major who
plans to graduate this
Semester, will receive his
B.A. and, after attending
RDTC Advanced Camp in
Fort Lewis, Washington, this
summer, will be commissioned into the Army as a
second lieutenant.
"He has already earned
his airborne wings, which
entitles him to perform
parachute duty. He received
it: while attending ROTC’s
Alrborne School in the
summer of 1973," said
Captain Tommy Keller, who
was on the committee that
selected Ferras for the
scholarship.
Keller said Ferras was
awarded the scholarship
"because of his scholastic
achievement, participation
in S.A.M.E. and financial
heed."
.-I was really glad that I
was selected, because it will

give me some extra school
money besides the monthly
ROTC check and money
from home," Ferras said.
He enrolled at SJSU after
attending the College of San
Mateo, where he completed
his first two years of ROTC
education on a cross enrollment agreement,
Keller stated.
"This agreement enables
junior college students to
take ROTC courses at SJSU
while they are still enrolled
at the community colleges,"
he said.
"After I graduate, I’d like
to be commissioned into the
Army Corps of Engineers.
That is a professional
which
in
organization
military
and
civilian
engineers act in coordination
to support our national
defense," Ferra said.
"It has existed sfnce right
after World War II and has
4,000 military engineers and
26,000 civilian engineers. It
represents all disciplines of
engineering. If I’m selected
for, I will consider it an
honor," Ferras said.

Kissinger proposes
’bank’ to end hunger
ROME (AP) Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
yesterday asked the other
major grain suppliers to join
the United States in a food
bank to ensure that "within a
decade no child will go to bed
hungry -no family will fear
for its next day’s bread."
As the World Food Conference convened, with
Kissinger as its main
speaker,
opening -day
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thousands of leftist students
marched in downtown Rome
to protest the American’s
presence in Italy. Terrorists
attacked an American target
for the fourth day.
Four young men stormed
the
Rome
office
of
Honeywell Corp., beat up a
woman telephone operator
and set the place afire with a
homemade bomb.
The Honeywell offices are
about two miles from the
Colosseum where a rally by
a dozen marxist splinter
groups ended about half ’an
hour before the attack.
Kissinger told the conference that the aim of the
United States is to cope with
the source of hunger around
the worldthe lack of grain
stockpiles.
The system he envisioned
would include reserves for
emergency food relief and
punitive measures for
countries that failed to meet
their commitments.
Kissinger also urged newly
rich oil producing states to
help poor countries buy food,
fertilizer and farm equipment. Quadrupled prices for
crude oil over the last year
have produced a surplus of
around $80 billion in the oil
states.
At the same time, they
have forced hard times on
poor countries that have had
to decide whether to spend
scant foreign exchange on oil
or on food.
Financing them to increase production "must
become one of the priority
objectives of the countries
and institutions that have the
major influence in the
monetary system."

David Towne

Catch me if you can!
It appears this young man bit off more
than he could chew when he tried to catch a
pass from a teammate during a friendly
game of Earth Ball. The players who
bounced the ball as well as each other
around the Archery Field Wednesday are
students in the Recreation 97 class.

arid

By Dick Schaaf
"Latin is a dead language,
Dead as dead can he.
First it killed the Romans,
Now it’s killing me."
For many students of high
school Latin, the above verse
was a common lament. So
much so, that Latin has
fallen out of favor among
college students.
And three members of
SJSU’s Foreign Language
Department faculty who
teach the language think that
is too bad.
"It’s the path of least
resistance in their minds,"
said Kenneth Fleissner,
assistant professor of both
Latin and Greek, explaining
why even language majors
are avoiding Latin.
"It (avoiding Latin) is
really not the best academic
preparation, though," he
continued, "especially for
those interested in getting
advanced degrees. They’ll
have to learn Latin sooner or
later."
Majors not enrolled
"I’m not even getting
language majors," noted
Edie Takaoka, who is
teaching Latin part-time
while working toward her
master’s degree in classics.

Shooting
followed

"The Latin program at my
high school was pretty bad,"
she recalled. "I stayed away
from it there and I would
have here if it hadn’t been
required."
Takaoka, a 1971 grad of the
Languages
Foreign
Department at SJSU with a
B.A. in Spanish and Latin,
was among the last to face
the Latin requirement.
Four years ago, SJSU
became the last member of
the state college system to
drop the 10-unit Latin
requirement for language
majors in favor of a broader
guideline of 10 units in
another language within the
major.
"We did it mostly because
too many people, both
students and colleagues in
the department, felt that
SJSU had no business being
the only department in the
state system to require
Dr.
explained
Latin,"
Joachim Stenzel, department chairman.
Stenzel disagrees
Stenzel does not agree with
the decision.
"I believe that our concern
with quantity at the expense
of quality is academically
unsound," he said.
"I think language study
does help the student to
his
native
understand
tongue," agreed Fleissner.
The study of Latin, all
three emphasized, can be

MPORTER
2600 The Alameda
Santa Clara

398 N. Capitol Ave.
San Jose

beneficial for students in
"They are too dogmatic,"
general, not just language he asserted, "too inflexible,
majors.
too much concerned with
mechanical drill and too
Notes concern
Noting concern among little concerned with the
educators at the inability of relation between languages,
many college students to with derivation, with the
express themselves in need to demonstrate that
English, Fleissner noted that grammar is an expression of
the first thing he has to do in common sense."
Latin is teach his students
Unsuccessful attempt
English grammar.
At the University of
"It’s a shock to me to find Washington, where she was
that students have a great working toward her M.A.
deal of difficulty in ex- last year, Takaoka enpressing themselves in countered one unsuccessful
English," he said.
attempt to change the
"Many students would teaching format.
learn to express themIn an attempt to make the
she
selves," added Stenzel, "if language
easier,
they didn’t limit themslves recalled, a professor tried to
to expressing their own adopt a "natural format,"
toughts, but learned to teaching the language by
reproduce, accurately and in association, much as a child
detail, the thoughts of learns to talk by associating
others."
the language with the enTakaoka, in her first vironment.
semester as a teacher, has
"It gave the students a
already noticed a subtle great feeling of confidence,"
change in some of her she noted, "but then they got
students.
into real Latin and found
Understand grammar
they couldn’t handle it."
"They’re
understanding
Understand not memorize
without
grammar," she said, "in"Memorizing
stead of just memorizing it." understanding" is not the
The downfall of Latin is not way to learn anything,
easy to explain, but teaching especially a language, said
methods, especially on the Fleissner.
high school level, were
singled out by all three.
Stenzel laid the blame on
the "unwillingness of some
Latin teachers in high school
to change with the times."

PALMDALE (AP) A 13year -old seventh grade
student shot and wounded his
teacher after she scolded
him for not doing his
homework, the sheriff’s
office here said yesterday.
Alice Elliott, 56,
was
reported
in satisfactory
condition
in Palmdale
General Hospital.
1111
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attaching weights to it
simulating air loads.
"If it will hang together
with all those weights on it,
we can say it will hand
together in flight," Le Clair
said.
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"An Open Party Should Be
More Than Campaign Rhetoric"
In December the charter which governs the Democratic
Party will be written. You can elect the Charter
Conference Delegates Saturday, November 9, 900 AM.
at Kennedy High School in Fremont. Call Roy Christman,
candidate for delegate, at 275-0285 for information.

Paid for by Roy Christman
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Having the propeller in the
rear will also help reduce the
drag, he continued. The air
pressure caused by the
propeller’s rotation in the
front of the aircraft creates a
resistance that slows it
down.
With that pressure going
off the end of the airplane,
rather than into it, the plane
will be able to go faster, he
explained.
Last semester, Le Clair’s
students studied the wing,
the stabilizer ( tail) and the
producing
propeller,
drawings for the wing and
stabilizer.
The students came up with
a design for the propeller
which would allow it to weigh
three to four pounds, be 12
feet long, and be constructed
of foam (polyurethane) and
aluminum tubing.
Designing frame
This semester the students
are working on designing the
wing ribs (frame).
"We will construct one
side of the wing (40 feet) and
test it for strength," he said.
The test involves hanging the
wing from a steel rig and

Latin -lovers lament lost lingo

round
the
world

Beers

airplane will "have to be
someone with the leg
muscles and stamina of a
champion cyclist and weighs
only 130 to 140 pounds," said
Le Clair, "and will have to
train himself to pedal fast
eir_.ugh to fly the plane," he
said.
The
self -instruction
concept returns to the
Wright brothers’ "try until
you succeed" method, he
added.
During the fall semester
last year, Le Clair’s students
designed the airplane to be
13 feet long, 13 feet high
including the propeller, and
have a wing span of 80 feet.
The plane is a pusher type,
meaning the propeller is in
the rear.
Explaining the reason for
such a wide wing span, Le
Clair said it would help in the
turns when the plane can be
lower to the ground.
Required altitude
"Kremer requires the
plane to be 10 feet in the air
when the run ( figure eight)
begins," Le Clair said. "But
you can be from two to five
feet from the ground when
making the turns."
Le Clair said there is less
drag on the aircraft when it
is lower to the ground.
"We will try to keep the
plane level and close to the
ground during the turns," he
said.

Ancient language out of favor
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By Carolynne Born
It will be back to the
Wright brothers for Richard
I,e Clair and his students if
their man-powered airplane
ever gets off the ground.
Le
Clair,
SJSU
Aeronautics lecturer, has
had his Aircraft Design
students working on the
scheme for three semesters.
It will take another year to
complete, he estimated.
"I got the idea from a man
from England, Stan Kent,"
he recalled. "He told me
about a prize of 50,000 pounds
sterling )about $115,000 to
$120,000) being offered by a
man named Henry Kremer
to the first person who could
take off in a man-powered
airplane, fly a figure eight
about half a mile long, and
land."
Made offer
"Kremer made the offer 10
years ago and people have
been trying to do it ever
since," he said.
"If we won the prize
money, it would be used for
scholarships," Le Clair
stated.
IA Clair’s aircraft would
lee powered on the bicycle
theory with the pilot
pedaling to 20 miles per hour
before taking off. There
would be a pulley between
the pedals and the propeller,
Le Clair said.
The pilot who operates the
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Students given inside look at prison system
By Sally Racanelli
"For out of prison he
cometh to reign," the Bible,
E:cclesiasticus, chapter four,
verse 14 - hence the name
Code 414, a class at SJSU in
"Prison Projects," taught by
Richard Mutch.
"One of the purposes of
Code 414 is to assist qualified
state prisoners and county
jail inmates to enroll in local
colleges," Mutch said.
Along with enrollment
assistance, many of the 50
students in the class tutor
prisoners-who may not meet
college requirements --so
that they may be eligible in
the future.
Interest a factor
"In my class I place
students where they are
interested," Mutch said.
"Most enroll because they
are curious as to what’s
happening in the criminal
justice system and it’s difficult to find out."
About 50 per cent of the
class are Administration of
Justice majors, Mutch said,
adding that many are
planning to go into law enforcement with police or
sheriff’s departments.
"I think Code 414 is better
the
of
any
than
Administration of Justice
courses," said Jerry Sakata,
a junior enrolled in the
course, who is planning to go
into police work.
Crime prevention
Sakata’s project work is
with the Santa Clara County
Crime Prevention Division
Elmwood
the
and
Rehabilitation Center.
"My current work with the
Crime Prevention Department is rapping with ethnic
leaders in the community.
Each week I’ll be doing
something
different,"
Sakata said. "One week I’m
scheduled to go out in patrol
cars with the San Jose
Police."
Just like a degree
He said that he spends six
hours a week tutoring at
Elmwood.
"I tutor the inmates in the
GED (General Education
Diploma) program. To get
their diploma, they must
pass six tests. Each test
costs them $7 and when they

Richard Mutch

David Towne

Michele Barchi talks to inmate
Beau Moynahan
education made available to
those serving time in
correctional institutions.
"In prisons they make
license plates and burlap
sacks," Mutch said, "what
does that qualify anyone to
do on the outside? We
( society today) are almost
be
training
them
to
criminals."
SJSU tutors
Another goal of Code 414 is
"The tutors from SJSU to form an idea of what
really add to the program," changes need to be initiated
North said. "The personal and draw up alternate
attention means alot to the proposals.
men."
"When you knock a
Mutch wants to see more program, be prepared to
offer a solution," Mutch
said.
He said that there is
nothing worse than writing
to a warden and stating that
"some aspect is crummy,"
without having any concrete
proposal for change.
"Use a soft but firm approach, and an intellegant
representative of Sierra Club
one," he said.
Yosemite Task Force will
This criteria describes
speak on the possible misuse
Mutch, who enjoys respect
of Yosemite Park by the
law enforcement ofof from
Corporation
Music
ficials and prisoners alike.
America.
Each week the class meets
Cultural in seminar for an hour and a
Irish
SJSU
Association will meet at 8 half to share their field
p.m. in the S.U. Umunhurn experiences and to hear
Room. It will present "A speakers who are engaged in
Sense of Loss," a movie on
Northern Ireland.
get the GED diploma it’s just
like having a high school
degree."
The mens’ education
program at Elmwood is
handled by Bill North, who
works for the San Jose
Unified Metropolitan School
District. North has been at
Elmwood for four years.

Spartaguide
WEDNESDAY
SJSU Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 p.m, in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. A film on
winter survival will be
shown and plans will be
made for working on trails in
Los Padres National Forest.
SJSU Sailing Club will meet
at 7:30 in the S.U. Almaden
Room.
Spartan ()flood will meet at
7 p.m. in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
Code 414 Correction Seminar
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Barracks number 8. KG0Radio disc jockey Carlo
Prescott will speak on "The
Making of a Criminal."
THURSDAY
Friends of Yosemite will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Pacheco
Room
A
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different aspects of the total
system.
Expertise shared
Dick Daniels, a parole
officer, spoke at the Wednesday afternoon seminar
last week. Other speakers
include a police sergeant and
an assistant district attorney, presenting another
side for discussion.
Next week Jean Sherill, a
psychologist who runs a
halfway house in Oakland
will visit the Code 414
seminar. She will bring two
ex-cons for the class to talk
to, from both a state and a
federal penitentiary.
At the seminar tonight
Carlo Prescott, who spent 16
years in prison, then became
a professor at Stanford
University before getting a
job as a disc jockey for a San
Francisco radio station, will
speak on "The Making of a
Criminal."
Class praised
"Code 414 is a great
class," said Eric Jacobsen, a
senior and a Health Science
major.
Jacobsen works at the
school in the Juvenile
Probation Center in Santa
Cruz.
"I would never have dealt

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S
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ART COLLEGE SINCE 1929

Asian American Studies
Program will present "Red
Beard" a movie starring
Toshiro Mifune at 7 p.m. in
the
S.U.
Ballroom.
Admission is $1.50.
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For Spring 1975 Semester
Classes Begin Feb. 3. 1975

Science
Christian
Organization will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the Student
Chapel.
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Sigma Delta Chi will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Daily room. Leigh Weimers,
editorial and entertainment
columnist for the San Jose
Mercury will speak. Voting
on the national convention
issues will also be discussed.

THE 1(’ 1)E111’ OF
\R ’I’ COLL EGE
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Telephonel4151673-4200 Approved 1 or Veterans
Authorized under Federal Law to enroll
nonimmigrant alien students.

Humanities Club of SJSU
wilt have a membership
drive meeting at 3:30 p.m. in
the S.C. Costanoan Room.

with this kind of situation
without class," he said. "I
get questions from the kids
about health all the time.
One girl had VD and didn’t
even know it.
"Many of them don’t know
their
about
anything
bodies," he said.
Changes envisioned
At Elmwood they don’t
educational
have
any
program for women. This is
the kind of thing that the
Code 414 class hopes to see
changed, Mutch said.
"I’m tutoring on the men’s
side at Elmwood right now,"
said Karen Quesada, a
sophomore in the New
College. -I’m getting a feel
for the institution so that I
can understand the needs. I
hope to be on the women’s
side next semester if our
plans materialize for getting
the program started."
Inmates respond
How do the inmates
respond to the tutors from
SJSU?
"They should have more.
If each person could have a
tutor it would be great. It’s
the first time any education
has made sense to me," said
Danny, who is hoping to get
his GED certificate before
his release next year.
Frank, a sensitive young
man in his early twenties,
has done time at Santa Rita,
a correctional facility in
Alameda County.
"There isn’t any program
like this at Santa Rita. I just
hope I don’t get transfered
back there," he said.
"If I could get my GED
diploma it could change
everything for me," Frank
said.
"When you’ve turned off to
education as much as I have,
the tutors really make the
difference. They show so
much patience," he said.
"It opens up your mind
again," Jessie, who is 23 and
working for his diploma,
added.
Enrollment planned
Gino is close to getting his
GED diploma and plans to
enroll at SJSU through the
a
Program,
Parolee
program which assists
prison inmates in college
enrollment and in the initial
adjustment to "life outside" after release.
Nan Sister is doing senior
project for the New College
through the Code 414 class.
"I work for the Economic
and Social Opportunities
’Project Re-Entry’ ", Sister
said.
as
a
"We
act
for
ex clearinghouse
offenders to help them find

jobs and housing. I think the
Code 414 class is excellent,"
she said. "It’s a way of
drawing people from the
campus community into
understanding the problem
prisoners face trying to
a
productive
become
citizens," Bixler said.
"Participation from the
community is what will
change the criminal justice
system."
Probation work
Many of the class members do their field work at
Juvenile Hall in San Jose,
working as probation aides.
"I have my own case load
and I really enjoy the work,"
Michele Barchi said.
Barchi
is a
junior
majoring in Administration
of Justice.
Another class member
working at Juvenile Hall is
Jim Caffiero, an Education
major.
"I’ve read alot about the
criminal justice system but
this is the first time I’ve
actually been involved,"
Caffiero said.
He said that he was impressed with the county
probation officers, saying
"they all seem really fair."

"This class has been one of
the most rewarding that I’ve
ever taken," Caffiero said.
"I plan to work for
legislation to get things
changed in the system.
"There’s a hell of alot to be
done. The Code 419 class
exposes average people to
something that has been like
another world to most of us,"
he said.
Veterans
who
have
previously
been
incarcerated (jailed) get

help from Beau Moynahani
who also works with vets
who are in prison, helping
them to qualify for admission to college and to
receive their veterans
benefits.
The final project for the
Code 414 class is to develop a
prototype of a workable
criminal justice system,
Mutch said.
The class is open to anyone
and offers three units of
upper division credit.
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Pitney keeps goals away

David Towne

Ed Pitney (r) helps seal soccer defense

encing team gains
hampionship berth
y Bonnie Richardson
acing season is "going
rding to plan," reflected
Michael D’Asaro after
epee team
SJSU
fled Saturday for the
them n
California

championships.
Two team members,
Ricky Hopkins and Bruce
Garner, also qualified to
tence in the individual epee
tournament. The other
member of the three-man

Klo team ’belts’
,jr Force, 105-5

was a turkey shoot for the SJSU Judo team Saturday
I as the Judokas defeated the U.S. Air Force Academy
Team in dual meet competition, 105 - 5.
e airmen showed they were no pushover team compared
her teams in the Bay Area as they downed a Cal State
card team which had been practicing only three weeks.
e real shock was yet to come.
ptain Paul Maruyama, coach of the Air Force team and
SU Judo All-American Alumnus, said before the match
this was probably the most black belts his team had ever
at any one time.
e team’s experience quickly became apparent as the
tans rolled up five consecutive wins before losing their
match of the night by a decision.
eve Hunt, Mike Suniida, John Baggott and Steve Hoyt
d their matches 15 seconds after they began with full
t throws.
e mat technique superiority of the Spartans added to the
U tally as Carl Kauffold and Peter Mondo pinned their
nents for 20 points.
le final blow to the Air Force team came as Keith
asone, team captain of the SJSU contingent, dumped the
Force teani captain in less than 40 seconds.
her Spartan wins included Dennis Ruth who won by a
point and Bod Jolly who won by a decision.
is was the second visit for the Air Force team which
?el six years ago and was smashed with an equally one1 score.

hockey teams
houtout Hayward

Fa I

SU shut out Hayward
e 4-0 in both varsity and
varsity field hockey
es Friday at Hayward.
layward’s team was
a stronger than they
during the pre-season
nament," said head
ey coach Leta Walter.
yward’s varsity lost to
Jose’s varsity 1-0 in the
nament.
alter explained that
J’s varsity is also
nger now and that
ward played better
ey Friday, even though
lost by more.
ther than bunching up
a "purely defensive

tramural
ater polo
gistration
dents can sign up this
in the A.S. Leisure
ces Office to play ioural inner tube water

ims will consist of six
and six women,. Gaines
be played Thursday
its from 7-10 p.m.
nning Nov. 14.

Aajor Oil Co.

GAS

game" as they did in the preseason match, Hayward’s
players spread out over the
field on the attack in an
"open game" Friday, Walter
said.
The SJSU varsity team
started off slowly, with only
one goal in the first half, by
forward Dee Lawson.
By changing the style of
the game in the second half
to move the ball down the
field, San Jose was able to
score three more goals.
One was made by a
defensive player, center
back Mary Harnish, and two
by Carol Jessing, a forward.
"The conditioning of the
team.. gave us an advantage
in the second half," said
Walter.

team is Pat Luna.
San Jose’s team came in
third at Saturday’s fiveschool epee qualifying meet
at Stanford.
"They were pushing
hard," D’Asaro said. "I
didn’t want to put the
pressure on them to really go
out and win. As long as they,.
qualified, that was enough.
The meet at Stanford was
for the central division of the
Northern California Intercollegiate
Fencing
Association NCIFA 1. There
is also a northern division.
Competing in the NCIFA
championships Feb. 15-16 at
San Francisco City College
will be the three best epee
teams and nine best individual epee fencers from
each division.
to StanSJSU
lost
ford and Hayward State
Saturday by the same score,
5-4. Stanford won the meet
by defeating Hayward.
member
Each
team
fenced everyone on the
opposing teams, scoring a
point for his team with each
bout won. The nine fencers
with the best win -loss
records qualified for the
championships.
Hopkins had the third best
win -loss record and Garner
the sixth.
Luna, new to the epee
team this year, has gained
enough experience in the two
epee meets so far to help him
hold his own as third man on
the team at the championships, D’Asaro said.
Right now the team is
conditioning and building up
to be in top condition for the
men’s westerns Feb. 28.

superstars," Pitney said.
The 1972 team had four All
Americans, Jim Zylker,
Mum
Hernandez,
Joe
Vecghim, and Tony Suffle.
All but Hernandez were on
the 1973 team.
"Last year was worse.
There was no teamwork. I
didn’t enjoy playing," he
continued. "But this year is
great. Naturally, we don’t
get excited about every
game, but we want to go all
the way. We want the NCAA

championship a lot. This
team is full of seniors 10)
and it’s our last chance."
Sweeper
Pitney is the sweeper,
which is like a free safety in
football.
"I cover for everybody. If
they make a mistake I back
them up. The other guys are
assigned to cover one man,
but I don’t cover anyone," he
said.
Goalie Gary St. Clair
explained why Pitney plays

Booters begin

final road trip
The SJSU soccer team begins its final road trip of the
regular season today, journeying up north to play
Sacramento State University at 3:30 p.m.
The Sacramento State Hornets are coming off a 2-2 tie with
Stanford University, which has SJSU head coach Julie
Menendez worried.
"They have some good talent, so we have to be careful.
Although they aren’t real strong, if we overlook them, we
could get upset," he said.
-I was impressed with their play against Stanford. They
have a fairly good team," he added.

Rugby
movie
tonight

For seven years, College Student
Insurance Service (CSIS), through
its 15 California agency offices,
has provided students with special
low cost auto and motorcycle
insurance. Our rates are as low
as possible, honest and no
student is refused. For a nohassle quote, call or drop -in,
we’re only a block from campus.

CSES

that position.
"He’s the fastest guy on
the team. He is impossible to
beat, doesn’t take a fake and
is intelligent," said St. Clair.
’The guy can jump like a
rabbit. He plays guys taller

and outjunips
added

..m.imisemeemmumine.==.1.

Give yourself a bawl:
ALL
ATTENTION
EDUT
S
1 STN
Eye examinations, prescription lenses,
mod frames, contact lenses --all at great
savings to you!
All Associated Student rriembers can
1
now receive these services at SPECIAL
1
STUDENT RATES.
1
BAY AREA UNION PROFESSIONAL
I
CENTER, a California non-profit corppration serving hundreds of groups
in northern California for complete
vision care provides specialized
professional service.
Please be sure to follow the in1
structions in the literature you will
receive via mail.
I
Those students in immediate need
1
of eye examination, presciiption
glasses and contact lenses may
!
phone the nearest Center.
1 Jell ’en’ the Associated StAdeliti_sent you.’
samiummissmasmamileminumm.=-

Part 6 of the "World Economy

CHINA’S ECONOMY

A 40 minute film of international rugby highlights
will be shown at the San Jose
State Rugby Club’s annual
general meeting today at 8
p.m. in the Uhmunum Room
of the Student Union.
The season’s schedule,
new officers and general
organization for the season
will be discussed.
Rugby practice officially
begins tomorrow at 4 p.m.
and will continue each
Tuesday and Thursday until
the end of the semester at
south campus.
Coach Terry Buchanan
said that the team is still
looking for new players and
invited interested students to
attend the meeting.
The team’s first match is a
scrimmage with the Santa
Cruz Seahawks at 1 p.m. on
Nov. 16 at south campus.
In addition the team will
sponsor a rugby clinic that
will include rugby stars from
the Northern California
area. The clinic will be held
on campus on Dec. 7.

In The 70’s Series

A talk by John Gurley
Professor of Fconomics, Stanford University
Vice President, American Economics Association
World Renowned China Expert
Marxist Economist

Thursday NOV. 7, 12:30 pm
Almaden Rm. S.U.
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Campus
Insurance
Service
404 South 3rd St
289-8681

Regular 49.9

PURITAN
OIL CO.
3o. 4th & E. Williams’

For information contact Continuing Education,

71 E. San Fernando
M-F ; 8:30-5:00
294-2091

he

After three years of
varsity action, Pitney admitted he’d like to try his
luck in the pros.

STUDENT RATES
on
1. sales of new and reconditioned typewriters, calculators, and adding
’machines.
2. expert servicing.
3. ribbons for any typewriter.

Ethyl 53.9
OPEN
:00 A.M. 6:00 P.M

them,"

Sponsored by A.S. Social Awareness Series, Experimental College, and
Economic Stuents Association.

7, 15,or?

varsity
junior
The
dominated game play (kept
possession of the ball) from
the beginning.
SJSU’s next hockey meet
will be at Chico State
Saturday.

By Mike Lefkow
"If we want to go to the
NCAA finals we can," says
Ed Pitney, fullback of the
nation’s seventh ranked
SJSU soccer team.
"The St. Louis (University, the nations No. 1 team,
which handed SJSU its only
loss) people said we should
represent the West. Right
now I think we have a good
chance. We’re the No. 1 team
in the West and we are far
better than UCLA (the
West’s No. 2 team )," he
added.
Koch disqualified
Pitney, a 22 -year -old
physical education major,
has become the Spartans’
defensive leader since Bob
Koch was disqualified Oct. 8
due to poor grades.
"I can’t really say I’m
running the defense, but I
guess that’s supposed to be
my job. I do have the most
experience," he said.
Pitney, who was born in
Hawaii, feels that he has had
to adjust since Koch’s
disqualification.
"Bob (Koch ) and I worked
together for two years. Fox
(Jim, the new fullback) has
little experience in that
position, so I had to adjust
my style to help him but it
hasn’t been a problem. Fox
has done a helluva job," he
said.
The 5-foot-10, 170-pound
senior doesn’t think he and
Fox work as well together as
he did with Koch.
"Now there is more individual effort. It will take
time and work to play well
together, but we’re getting
better. Bob and I knew each
others’ every move, which
made for better team play,"
said Pitney.
Teamwork
The dard haired, bearded
defenseman believes that
teamwork has been the
reason for SJSU’s outstanding 12-1-3 record.
’I have been here four
years and haven’t seen
better team effort," he said.
"In past years the team has
been more individual. Now
we’re together.. Everyone
gets along, that’s why we’ve
done so well.
"No one thought we’d have
a good year. I didn’t expect
to do this well either. But
we’ve got talent and we’ve
had a good year." said
Pitney, explaining the
team’s success.
The muscular fullback
compared the 1974 Spartans
to the 1972 version.
-That was the best year as
far as talent, but there too
many problems. They were
the kind of team that could
have made it all the way, but
there were too many

JC 136, Phone 277-2182
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Ted Gehrke saves school ’bread’
’I probably saved the

"likes it here.
"Living is the most important thing you can do," he
said. "A couple of thousand
dollars a year is just so
unimportant compared to
how you feel."
Besides, said Gehrke, his

tIV

school $12,000... ’
By Marlin Jacobs
S.U.
Gehrke,
Ted
programs board director,
neatly wiped the bread
crumbs from his hands and
disposed of the remnants of a
lunch he had been having in
his office. "In my first year
here," he said casually,
probably saved the school
812,000 in artists costs."
Sucking thoughtfully at a
particle of food wedged
between his teeth, Gehrke
explained that it is his
professional background
that makes him so valuable
to SJSU. Three years ago, he
said, before he worked here,
he was laboring for the
opposition.
Agent for various groups
Acting as an agent for
various groups, Gehrke said
he "used to chew up" college
programers. "I’ve worked
the other end," he said. "I
was in the other chair."
Now ratber than gouge for
the highest price, Gehrke
fights, usually effectively, to
get the lowest for the best
possible talent, he said. Yet
Gehrke is only one of two
university programers in
California with similar
professional booking experience. The other is at
Fresno State.
"But Ws the coming
thing," he said, flicking a
stray sandwich crumb from
his desk. "The universities
are going to have to involve
professionals. I don’t mean
to brag, but I think it’s
worked here."
"People with professional
backgrounds are motivated
differently also. They bring
fresh
approach
to
programming," added the
shaggy -haired,
bearded
manager.
Programs Director
As Programs Director,
Gehrke must negotiate
price, organize publicity,
and make all arrangements
for the acts which he books
into SJSU.
"In a nutshell, I was hired
so there wouldn’t be
anymore financial disasters,
he said. "What I do depends
upon who I’m working with.
Basically I’m an en-

tertainment expert. I do
everything."
do
to
Learning
"everything" took Gehrke 33
years. Born in Portland,
Ore., on April 1, 1941, he
attended grade school and
high school there, went to the
University of Oregon for
three years, but "had a
tough time in college," he
said. "I couldn’t get interested."
So,’ Gehrke puts it, "I ran
away from home to be a poet
in New York City. I had
always been a writer," he
said. "I was the kid in third
grade who the teacher had
do the ground hog poem.
That kind of thing."
After one-and-a-half years
in New York, Gehrke said his
parents talked him into
going back to college; he
graduated with a political
science degree.
A series of jobs followed
taking him in and out of New
York for the next six years.
Poets do not make
money, though," he said, "so
I got into making movies."
Manager of rock band
In 1965 he became the
manager of a rock band in
New York called "The Free
Spirits," which started his
career as a musical "entrepreneur."
For the next nine years,
Gehrke said, he managed
bands, produced albums,
concerts and tours.
"In 1969 I was with a band
that played all original tunes
and was really literally four
to five years ahead of its
time," he said.
"But there was no place to
play in New York except
strip joints and go-go
places."
It was then that the golden
lure of the San Francisco
music scene, entranced
Gehrke. Names like Jefferson Airplane, the Grateful
Dead, Bill Graham and the
innovation and life here
made the area very attractive.
"Concerts outside in a
park? If we tried to do that
out in Central Park they’d
have beaten us to death,"

Capote honored

Program advisor Ted Gehrke

Booking bands

Gehrke stayed in Berkeley
managing other bands and
ultimately became involved
booking bands into colleges
from Humbolt to San Luis
Obispo.
While managing bands,
he
Gehrke said that
produced a relatively successfu single called "WitchiTai-To."
"Witchi-Tai-To’ is an
authentic Kaw Indian Peyote
chant," he explained. "It
made number 30 nationally
and number one locally.
You’d probably recognize it
if you heard it."

ACT’s spoof play
has thrills, chills
Seats are available for all four preview performances of
the American Conservatory Theatre’s, "Something’s Afoot,"
tonight through Friday at 8:30 p.m. at the Marines’ Memorial
Theater, San francisco.
For more information on tickets and student rush tickets,
call 777-3880.
The play is set in 1935, and a menagerie of zany characters
sing and dance their way through a host of murders in an
English mansion setting complete with trap doors and deadly
devices. After the butler announces dinner and the fact that
the host has just been shot, he is promptly disposed of and
mischievous mayhem ensues.
Cast includes, Gary Beach, Willard Beckham, Douglas
Broyles, and other Bay Area performers.
The murder mystery musical, under the direction of Tony
Tanner, will be performed tonight through Sunday.
Tickets are on sale daily at ACT’s Geary Theater box
office and all agencies and go on sale 90 minutes prior to
curtain time at the Marines’ Theater box office.

at Film Festival
By Stephen Abney
Truman Capote, novelist,
playwright and screenwriter, was honored with a
special tribute recently at
the San Francisco Film
Festival.
Three film vignettes
written by Capote were
shown for free and the other
portion of the program included clips from Capote’s
"Breakfast at Tiffaney’s",
"In Cold Blood", "Beat the
Devil- and "The Innocents"
followed by an informal
question and answer period
between Capote and the
audience.
Speaking from the stage of
the Palace of Fine Arts,
Capote
recounted
his
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Rated "PG"
Barbara Streisand
"WHATS UP DOC?"
Ryan O’Neal
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CAME TO
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Jim Brown
THE HARD WAY"
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OF ALFRF110
CI "
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Clint Eastwoorl
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LIGHT FOOT"
"LITTLE RIC: MAN"
"A MAN CALLED

go right into those two bags
is a risk."
Nov. 14, 15 and 16 will
feature a T.V. nostalgia
series in the S.U.
"And in March, if a grant
from
the
National
Endowment for the Arts
comes through," Gehrke
said, "we’ll have a two week
residency by Black alto sax
genius, Anthony Braxton,
who will conduct workshops,
master classes, concerts,
and talks." Gehrke also said
that guitarist Carlos Montoya will return in March.

OVEr4
30
south *#
central ave.
campbell calif.
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BOOKER T.
"ANNA and the A TRAIN"

1:00 to 2:30
L a forum for the discussion of
"Religion In Our Day"
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South 10th
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$2.00-must be 21
Plenty to Eat & Drink
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79 South 5th
Weekly Opportunity
to loin with others
in new liturgies
period of prayer &
worship 12:30 to 1:00
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER
300 South 10th
Led by Campus
ministry staff an all
others who would
like to particpate

1 blk west
of Spartan Stadium

OVER 200 PATTERNS
TO CHOOSE FROM

4

Thursday, 12 to 2
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NEWMAN CENTER

398 N. Capitol 4yd.
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new generation
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"BE DIFFERENT
-SHOP-

FREE CLASSES
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general admission.
The local band features the
SJSU
Joint
Effort music of ’50s rhythm and
combin-ing
Coffeehouse. Tickets for the blues,
performance are 75 cents for saxophones with other inSJSU students and $1 for struments that spur dancing.
The South Bay Swing Band
returns tonight at 8 to the

DO- IT
YOURSELF
FRAME UP!

’WILL BE HERE
TO SHOW YOU OUR
NEW *SILADIUM
COLLEGE RING!!!
COME SEE IT!

*le iir.Paberi

at Coffeehouse tonight

will be in Morris Daily Nov.
13. "This is going out on a
limb," Gehrke said. "It’s not
folk and it’s not rock and roll.
Anything you do that doesn’t

ATTENTION/

fascination with writing
since
childhood.
He
published articles in leading
magazines by the age of 16.
At 18 he was writing on the
staff on New Yorker
magazine.
With the publication of his
prize winning novel in 1948,
"Other
Voices,
Other
Rooms," Capote achieved
his first major success.
Capote mentioned in passing
that the novel is now being
made into a film directed by
Jose Quintero.
Although
congenial,
Capote did not display the
expansive eloquence which
he is known for. When asked
what motivated him to write
"Other
voices,
Other
Rooms", he replied with a
shrug, "I don’t know."
Asked why he did not
address gay men and their
problems in his writing,
(’apote responded, "That
market has been cornered by
Gore Vidal."

HORSE"

IR_

"One of the guys in the
band was a Kaw Indian. The
to
was
similar
tune
something his grandfather
sang to him when he was a
kid. Jim Pepper was his
name."
"We sold the tune to
Motown in 1973. They hae
eyes for Diana Ross to
record it. I don’t know if it
ever came out. They paid us
a lot of money for it."
Married for seven years,
Gehrke lives with his wife
and their 20-month-old twins,
Sierra and Lucia, in the
Santa Cruz mountains about
a mile from the Summit.
N.Y. job offers
Gehrke said that he has
had offers to work for
booking agencies in New
Yo-k and Los Angeles but
has declined because he

Gehrke said.
"I came out to scout the
place and we all decided to
come to San Francisco.
everything
Unfortunately,
broke up right them."

job is a challenge. "SJSU is a
problem" he said. "This is a
difficult entertainment
market. There are a lot of
things the campus and city
share. They’re both commuter. People don’t live on
campus, so how are you
going to program for these
people?"
Difficulties of programer
encountered
Difficulties
by the programer are many
and large, he said. "One
problem is the facilities. The
biggest facility we have here
is the men’s gym with 2,500
seats.
"If you want to keep
student prices low, you have
a gross potential of approximately 875-85,000," plus
fixed
costs
including
publicity, sound, lighting,
security, tickets, personnel,
etc.
"You have a maximum of
85,000 to pay the artist after
this. In this day and age the
amount of 85,000 artists who
can draw 2,500 people is
limited. It is very rare."
"Then, too, tney can’t be
playing the Circle Star or for
Bill Graham. There’s too
much competition in the
area."
Project ’Grope’
One way to counter this,
said Gehrke, is through a
project he heads called
Grope, which sponsors
unusual shows in the S.U. at
noon and in the evening. "We
have to try and do things no
one has done to draw people
out," Gehrke said.
For example, Nov. 5 Grope
is sponsoring a "touch
dance," where participants
actually make physical
contact while dancing to live,
old fashioned music.
The Paul Winter Consort

’50s swing band plays
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Pornography, book talk,

Boyfriend’

Music Theater
opens season

nd
g
in-

The GROPE program of
events presents "The Best of
the First Annual New York
Film
Festival"
and
"Caveman
of
the
Phillipines" today at 11:30 in
the S.U. Pacifica Room
Admission is free.
The "film festival" is a
collection of the best short
films of the festival, ranging
from two minutes to 20
minutes.
The entire show runs

_ woes.
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LOWEST PRICES
EVER

20%
On All
Darkroom
Supplies

398 N. Capitol Ave. tSan ..losexsy/

ANNOUNCEMENTS

24 year old Junior seeks live in post
position with faculty member or
grad student. Call Florence 251 1711
The Christian Science Organization
meets 7:30 p.m Thursdays in the
student chapel between the gyms.
Everyone is welcome.
The Ideal Gift. The Profit by R
man Spartan Books $1.95

Berk

Profit? 7$ (a Program to increase
minority enrollment in medschoo11
is sponsoring a tutorial program for
college science subjects at S.J.S.U.
For further information call 2773100.
$O per cent Discount on All jewel em in
our 48 page catalog featuring over
350 creations of fashion jewelery
rings watches pendants pins
links.
tams -cult
earrings tie
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZER by sending 25ents for
postage and handling to. Unique
industries. Box 1127S, Cupertino. CA

at
Ballet - College age
cl
Eutrazia School of Ballet. Essential
-technique" tor beginning and in.
termediate students. Small classes,
Beverly
attention.
individual
Eufratia Grant, Director. 241.1300
Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist.
Phone 265 1440 I 9 p.m.. 2166 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’7$
No experience necessary Apply for
lobs at State and Federal Praks.
Guest Ranches,
Tourist resorts.
private camps Learn Now. When,
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses.
Liiind 52.00 to J 0 B
P 0 Box 708,
Monterey. CA 93940
Intaglio Press Wanted Call after 5 lop rn
904 0077
Rent a TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service Etches 251 25911
Abortion Information: Full color
Doctor’s Report, Send Stamped,
Self Addressed envelope to The
Truth. P0 Box 21235. San Jose, CA
95151
Sport Porechuting Classes are held
each Saturday during the year and
you jump on Sunday For individual
and group rates. call Stevens School
of Sport Parachuting and ask for
Rick Phone SM-2221

litycles! Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs if your
interest is in racing bikes, there is a
wide selection to choose from.
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection. Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs. All
major parts for bikes are available.
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs. 293.7197

Special
Student
Prices
FULL
INVENTORY
CAMERAS &
ACCESSORIES
DARKROOM AN[’
CHEMICAL SUPPLIES
SPECIAL FILM PRICES

Downtown Wat
Under new
managment Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and ac
cessorim. Check our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds 416 W San Carlos St.
2872000
Jose’s
oldest
Wit AAAAAA -San
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty Yin Yang Waterbeds
Locations in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara, Mountain View. and
Morgan Hill visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 S. 7th St. at Tully
Road. 998 5660.
Wedding Photography. Gentle all
Natural color, photography for your
wedding You keep all ousts taken
plus the original negatives fend a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced for highest quality work
Please call for details Photography
by Dale Mawr, 292 2601 evenings
Toyota Celia,. Red, Air, Mug
Tech, 24 MPG, Many Extras, Like
New Best Offer -Jim 01151 747 0364.
Used Tires, excellent condition. All
Installation
$6.00.
sizes -only
available. 3784090.

’73-74 1(2 Winter Heats-Guarantee
200 cm. (Orig 1shOrt skiS Suck) $110.
Call 252.6502.
’70 Toyota Mk II, 50,000 MI105. Eng.
and Automat. Trans. recently
rebuilt. Excellent running cOnclitIOn.
$1300. PhOna 251.1746 or 294/617.
Standard Typewriter, Ithr brie/cede, $
drwr chest, girl’s bike. Phone 297.
6079 from 9 a.rn to Op m

MERI.JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
4 It high cannabis Men,
Identical reproduction
Guaranteed super gift
Do a number with your tree
$1195 incl free posts
newest
Jose’s
Waterbeds -San
waterbed company --experience the
comforts and pleasures of a tropical
island right in your own bedroom
0
AA d
by fellow students,
Islander Waterbeds, 1521 W San
Carlos 12blks west of Sears) 192
$212
Waterbeds by Viking
Heaters
Mattresses
Liners
Frames
Sheets
Mail Pads 1886
W San Carlos, 217 0350
Flocked Velvet P
-forge variety
S2.50 each. New summer king sin
tapestries 54.15 Incense pack el 25
for 50 cents Large variety of pat
thee Iron on Ira
Imported
walking canes from India. Pipes and
paraphanalias. Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, om block
from the college 00 E San Fernando
St

Girl wanted to moue in to 3 bdrrn turn.
apt near school w 3 other girls
$53 50 IS Oil Call 297 7715

Typing.neat, accurate
IBM Selectric
Call Lori 578 8090 after 5 P.m,

Percussionist with congas and bongos
wanted for folk light jazz group with
singing and flute. If interested call
253.04S4 (Westgate area).

Drycleati
Press bring this ad 2 pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited offer
ends Oct 31 KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS. Santa Clara Street at
12th.

LOST 8. FOUND

Typing (IBM) Mtn View Home Sec’s
Reports, term papers, theses.
dissertations Phone 968 7985

Williams S.J. CA

Found, Woman’s watch al Any
Guthrie concert Call 245 6936

Typing, fast, accurate. IBM executive
Marcia
(carbon I Cali 377 SIM
Reynolds.

Lost: Turquoise & flishi Shell, long
necklace
Between 12th St
&
campus on Nov I Reward offered
Phone 374 9657

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 996.1252
for free estimate

HELP WANTED

HOUSING
Furnished Apt. $185.00. 2 Bedroom. 2
I Apts.,
bath. $90.00 deposit.
642 S. 7th St., 293.3494.
Quiet Upstairs Ream for male,
StraightStUdant Upper div prof No
drinking, no smoking, no drugs
Phone 297 6079 frOrn 9 a. in to 9 p
Newly Fern. Rooms, Girls only. 1)
blocks from campus. Kit. priv Wash
& dry facility. Util. pd., refrig in
each ’PORI. Free perking. 441 S. 6th
St.: Single WO. Double 155. 297.4057.
Male Roomate, Share 7 room house,
with males. Must be Quiet & clean.
$l0000 minus yard work. 954
Idlewood Or San Jose. CA 225.5345
eves. Bruce.

Student Needed to Translate 3 Short
Thai Articles into English For more
Into, Call 947-0483 or 964.0134.
53-nr.; 13.50-nr. or more after first
month. 15.50-hr possible after 2 or
3 months CHOOSE YOUR OWN
HOURS EACH WEEK What’s the
catch? Unfortunately there is one:
the job is cleaning people’s houses
Don’t get turned off yeti Consider
the advantages. You’ll be your own
boss
Housecleaning doesn’t tire
your mind. To.) can contemplate as
you vacuum Where do we come in?
We provide you with immediate
customers and keep you supplied
with them We stay out of your as
much as possible
Bubble Bucket Mini Maintenance 923
4788
Desperate. Need Babysifter 1,0-4
hes afternoons, one block from
campus Phone 293 6548
Female

Male
Escorts
Good money, part time 245 4920.

For Girl -Clean, quiet turn room. kit
pr iv., Near SJSU-S70 Imo &den All
util. pd. 393.4401 eves

SERVICES
Experienced Typing-Electric
Term Papers, Thesis. etc.
Dependable, Mrs. Allen 294-1313
TypewriterRoyal Portable
Excellent Condition $25
262 4651

6 Room Fore. House available Nov. 25,
fireplace,
bdrrns,
3
garbage
disposal. Refrigerator with freezer
Off street parking. 406 So. 11th V
2

Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Reports Dissertations
Marianne
Tamberg 137
Escobar
Ave
Telephone 356 4248. Los Gatos
Dryclean & Press, bring this ad 2
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE -limited
offer ends Nov. 30. Sorry limit 2
pants per week.
2$ cents each rondo -If DRYCLEAN,
pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses incl. Must bring this ad -NO
LIMIT.
$2.00 Pants Special. pants longer or
shorter .1 you know the inseam
measure needed
1 day service
Must bring this ad -NO LIMIT -Tailor on duty KELLEY 8. LOUISE
CLEANERS. Santa Clara St at 12th
St.
Typing term Papers, theseS, etc
PhOne 269
experienced and fan,
8674
Writing g Research assistance
Typing and editing Call evenings
226 8470
For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
al 233 E Santa Clara St 3911499

FOR SALE

Thesis 8. Academic Typist.
IBM
Selectric II. Ask about my bonus
rate /or students Call Andrea 197
2331

Indian Made Turquoise Jewelery for
sale at the Turquoise Shop. 408 East
Williams St Phony 998 1262

95014
One
ing-M SSSSS Mint type
person to loin with 1 otter types to
form a new small co. We have super.
new products. Call Mike 226.3511

First things first. Check out
Session before you plan your spring
schedule of Cl

40 So. First
San Jose
279-1681

Uyr-ri a Biewing Con,vin

0,-nota Washington OLY

x

E--TIASSIFIED

Friday Flicks presents "Butterflies
Hawn
are Free" stars Oldie
Best Sup
Academy Award for
porting Actress The flick is extremely well done. You won’t stop
laughing. 2 shows. 7 L 10p.m. Morris
Dailey Aud. this Friday. Nov. 8, still
only SO cents. BY ALPHA PHI
OMEGA.

PEW/
CAMERA

OFF

office, from 12 to 4 p.m.
weekdays and at the door
prior to performances.

M.PEIRTER

1

1/4 OF USA

You owe yourself an Oly.

Course for Dec. 7 L$AL starts Nov. 29
Course for Feb. 8 L,Af starts Jan. 22
Call(415) 254-7045
for complete information or,
Write:P.O. Box 54, Onorle, CA 9456:3

’Boyfriend’ cast dances

Want to Buy Lionel Trains, Phone 2720165

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS

51,esnis nwi,esem

r

successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught in Berkeley and San Francisco by
practicing lawyers. Cost $85.00

’064

2600 The Alameda
Santa Clara

5.1crsi,

You failed your
pass-fail class.

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

1188 E

%.".

A faculty book talk by
SJSU Professor Cunningham
is scheduled for 12:30 today
in Cafeteria A and B. Cunreview
will
ningham
"Prospects for the ’70s."

o

1,5 78149,.
408 251 8446

Instruction in exam -taking techniques used

"BE DIFFERENT

A
c?

Tiff IRAf1LISCU
SAN IOU

"Paper Moon" is tonights
flick and will run at 7 and 10
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

PRE -LAW STUDENTS

’Charlie Brown’ andpals
invade campus tomorrow
and $2 general admission
and are available at the
University Theater box

approximately two hours
and features 12 films ranging
from "The Appointment," a
satire about a middle-class
couple, and "Stripper," an
evening of sexual fantasies
of a beautiful black girl.

Register Now for December or FeProdry LSA
Review Course

1

a.

Let us help you

PLAN AHEAD
TO Becom, i CPA
THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

’Paper Moon’ flick at SJSU

The San Jose Music Theater opens its new season at 8:30
Saturday in the Montgomery Theatre with a production of
"The Boy Friend," a droll take-off on the musical comedies
the ’20s.
14 Tickets for the play are $3.50 for students and children and
for adults. They may be obtained through the Music
Theater, 10 Notre Dame St., through local ticket agencies, or
1E5.00
at the door.
Directing the play will be SJSU drama professor Richard
Parks. Parks has been involved in the theater for the past 30
years, including experience with vaudeville, radio and his
own television show.
gave up a potential contract with Columbia Pictures
/Parks
to become a teacher in 1960. His current involvement in the
San Jose Theater is partially the result of the University’s
effort to become more involved in the community.
The plot revolves around a lonely rich girl’s romance with
i a lowly bellhop at a girl’s finishing school on the Riviera in
0926. The difference in their social status threatens their
’ relationship, but ultimately the bellhop turns out to be,
naturally, a wealthy youth travelling incognito.
Playing heroin Polly Brown, a role originally filled by Julie
Andrews, is Patricia Apple. Her hero is played by tenor
i Stephen Shaffer.
i The musical will run on Friday and Saturday evenings
Nov. 30.
(through
,....----.........--- --.......

First, there’s this dog who
imagines himself to be a
Teutonic aerial ace who
rules the skys.
Another character thinks
Beethoven is the Deity.
Topping them is
a
precocious kid who quotes
Sotrates, Caesar and Dr.
Spbck while dragging around
bedspread.
It bunch of loonies, right?
Wang. It’s the ’Peanuts’
gang coming to the SJSU
University
Theater
tomorrow, Friday and
Saturday in "You’re a Good
Man, Charlie Brown."
This second mainstage
production of the Theater
Arts Department’s Fall
season is being directed by
Gayle Cornelison, director of
previous SJSU productions
like "Fantastiks" and "Stop
the World, I want to get off!"
A two-act play by Clark
Gesner, the production will
also feature several musical
numbers with the ’Peanuts’
kids singing and sometimes,
dancing to the piano accompaniment of musical
director Jay Scott Stewart.
The cast includes Joe Conti
as Charlie Brown, Nancy
Merrell as Lucy, Raymond
Mendonca as Linus, Brian
Lewis as Snoopy, Michael
Moon as Schroeder and
Marian Hoops as Peppermint Patty.
The costumes of striped
shirts and floppy sneakers
for the boys and little-girl
dresses and saddle shoes for
the girls were designed by
Lee Livingston.
The set full of children’s
slides, merry-go-rounds,
swings and a huge dog house
was created by Emily Aiken.
Lighting will be done by B.
with
Kogan
Charles
assistance
technical
provided by James R. Earle
Jr.
The eight performance
schedule is as follows: at
9:30 and 11:30 a.m. and 4
p.m. on Nov. 7; at 9:30 and
11:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on
Nov. 9; and 2 and 7:30 p.m.
on Nov. 9.
Tickets are $1 for students

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

The Red Barron Steak House is etc
for
em
applications
cepting
waiters,
for
cooks.
ployment
waitresses, bartenders, busboys
diswashers Apply in person. Reid
Hiliview Airport

Bedroom, 2 Bath Apt., close to
campus. S200.00. 4 people max. Call
251.2750 after 4.00.

2 Br..S170 New Carpets, drapes. pool 8.
rec room 2 blks from college 576
So 5th St 786 2849
Oldies But Goodies
480 S 6th St . 185 Studio Furnished
Close to campus, Men only. Now
available 600 5 9th St WO Room
with refrig and hotplate Inc! Util
Furnished Two Bedroom turn 5140
Steve 371 1765
Attrective, clean, quiet fern room for
girl Kit Orly Near SJSU 570 mo
& dep All oil pd 2934401 eves

PERSONALS

Haw a 200d spring! Ease yOur unit
load through January Session

Prof. Typing. Term paper’s, reports,
Theses, ext. IBM Selectric with
Greek symbols, script, reg. type. 13
years. exp. Phone 925.0749.
Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice, my home. 267 3119
Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 2605410 1 9 p m , 21116 Lincoln
Ave.
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’7$
No experience necessary. Apply for
ICMS at Slate and Federal Parks.
Guest Ranches, Tourist resorts.
private camps. Learn How, When,
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses
Send $200 to J 0 B , P 0 Box 708
Monterey, CA 93940

San Jose Resi
lab Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location,
linen 8. maid
private parking,
service. color T.V. Ping pone, kitchen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano. free Continental break
fast. 179.50 share. 0109.50 single. 202
S. 11th St Phone 793 7374

Conga Players Unite
"Be Here Now"
Michael ---2930199

3
4
5
6

Two
day

Men & Women Drivers for ice cream.
candy, soft drink route Aftern0Ons
and weekends, full or part time 30 to
50 percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream Co 330 Race St. 297.4220
Room for Rent In Lovely Home, Pool,.
Clubhouse next to golf course, Kit
PriV SOP!, rno Near IBM 224 0411
View -Quiet Fired!
Apt -Seoul.
ace -Wshr -Dryer -Stove- Ref
rig -Utilities Pd Single student or
teacher Refs rest :135 00 per rno
$1500 Cleaning dee phone 250-5297

lines $1.50 2,00
lines 2.00 2.50
lines 2.50 100
lines 3.00 3.50

days

Honda

Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs. Major repairs on
only on
Foreign cars. Minor
American cars. Ex, VW tune up $23
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 2053171
Auto-Motorcycle Insurance-Tired of
being ripped off? Call CSIS Campus
insurance
service
Exclusive
student programs. Lowest rates. No
Student refused. Call 269,86810f stop
by 404 S Third St. 2nd Floor 135’d St.
g San Salvador).
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH
Skilled mechanic specoliting In
Foreign Economy & Sport car.
Tuneup, repair A frunt and &Bon
mint Open Sat Bring this ad for
OIScOunt. 297.3490 790 N. 13 SI,
Global Auto Body -All Types Of Bade
Work SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Low rates for students. 270
Martha St., 5.1 Phone: 2116.110.
Promo-Natoli:qv-Buy recycled Km.
with
Recaps
lifetime
tread
warranty -only 59 99 Radial recaps
S16.99 Installation available.
0960873

TRAVEL
Europolsrarri-Africa
Student flights all year round
CONTACT ISCA, 11687 San Vincent*
Blvd No 4. L A Calif 90049
Tel (2131826 5669.826.0955
Hawaii-New York-Europe Student
I D and Hostel Card -rail passes infra European flights Free travel
info. Contact Student Services West.
23SE Santa Clara No 710. San JOSe,
CA, 95113, 140811 2070301
Overseas Jobs -Australia, Europe. 5
America, Africa
Students all
Professions and occupations S700 to
$3000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime. sightseeing, Free in.
formation
TRANS
WORLD
RESEARCH CO.. Dept. Al, P.O.
Box 603, Corte Madera, CA 94925.
Need ride to L.A. Plan to go leave
IS
Will share exFriday. Nov
penses Call 298 3272 after 5 p m

F RIDAY FLICKS presents "But.
%Mies Are Free" stars oldie
Hawn. Academy Award for Best
The flick is
Supporting Actress
extremely well done You won’t step
laughing. 2 shows, 7 A. 10 p. rn. Morris
Dailey Aud. this Friday. Nov. a. still
only SO cents by Alpha Phi Orates.

CLASSIFIED
AD!

San Fernando House
Near Centennial Hall 8. Library
Kitchen
T V
Parking,
color
privileges. linen & maid service
569 SO share. 589 50 single 237 E San
Fernando Phone 293 7374

Three F our
days

Cycle Helmet & Acc.SaNf
10 per cent disc
on brand name
helmets & acc. with this ad. thru
Dec. 9, 1974. House of
2478 E.
El Camino, Mt. View, 941.2577.

SELL IT
WITH
A SPARTAN
DAILY

Room with Kit. priv. Quiet
Non
smoker only 5 blks to SJSU 575 rho.
287 3125 or 734 2244 cot 320

Classified Rates
One
day

AUTOMOTIVE

ENTERTAINAAUJI
Fat Chance: Weight Control Group for
Mutual Support and Information
Sharing
Meets Thursdays 12 00
1 00, Build V Couseling Center

Mother Olsons. Ten locations
near college. Kitchen facilities, color
T.V. & maid service S19.50 share,
S26.50 single, weekly. 122 N 0th St
Phone 2936345

Pro
tonal Typist
IBM Selectric. 867 2389 eves

Peer Drop in Center Peer COuSeling,
Social Contact. Referrals in School
and Community
Diabio Room
Student Union
10 006 30 M F
Counseling center

Print Your Ad Here:

live
days

Each additional day

2.75

2.40

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

325

3.40

3.50

.35

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces for each line)

Phone_

Print Name
Each additional line
And

.50

.50

.50

Addrom
.50

.50
City

Minimum Throe lineft One DO’

Check a Classification
Halo Wanted
Announcements
) Housing
Automotive

)
)
) For Sale

I I Lost and Found

) Personals
) Services
I I TranSportallon

Enclosed Is

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSS
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 95 1 II

Or

pays

Ditadllne, Two days prior to
publication
Consocutive publication dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Group plans to outline priorities

Benny Lott

Don Youngberg shags ad inserts

Advertisements
clutter campus
A yellow advertising flyer
inserted in the Spartan Daily
last Friday, turned out to be
quite a problem for the
advertiser and the Spartan
Daily advertising staff.
A local advertiser agreed
to clean up inserts that fell
from Spartan Daily and
scattered around campus
Friday, however the advertising department is not
satisfied with his performance.
Donald R. Youngberg,
public relations director, of
Tire Systems Inc. (TS!) at
536 E. Brokaw Rd., purchased a full page ad in
order to insert a flyer between the pages of the
Spartan Daily.
The advertising department of the Daily had a
similar experience with the
flyers two years ago.
According to John Honjiyo, advertising manager,
the advertiser left the
campus in a mess two years
ago.
The flyers fell from the

GS\

paper leaving the areas
around newsstands cluttered
with unwanted flyers.
Friday when students took
the papers from the stands
the flyers again fell out and
few students bothered to pick
them up.
before
Honjiyo
said
Youngberg was allowed to
advertise in Friday’s paper
he agreed to clean up any
flyers left on the ground.
According to Honjiyo the
advertiser will not be
allowed to apply that method
to advertise in the Daily
again.
"He did not do a good
enough job," he said. "There
were still a lot of the flyers
left on the grounds."
Friday Youngberg made
several trips around the
grounds picking up the
flyers. Two years ago
building
and
grounds
cleaned up the flyers.

Bookroom
smoke calls
the firemen

By Phil Trounstlne
The Academic Priorities
Committee, a blue-ribbon
group of faculty and administrators appointed by
SJSU President John H.
Bunzel, decided at its first
regular meeting yesterday
to establish a set of general
guidelines on the purpose of
the university.
The committee was appointed by Bunzel this
semester to make recommendations to the Academic
Senate about what the
university’s curricular
priorities ought to be.
Bunzel said priorities are
the
because
needed
university is in a period of
declining enrollment and
resources and the university
has to decide what it most
needs to be doing.
"Oughts" stated
The committee decided
yesterday to draw up an
"ought" statementa set of
principles that the committee thinks describes what
the university ought to be
doing.
The "ought" statement,
committee members agreed,
would be a general and

flexible set of guidelines that
would assign priorities to
areas of study.
also
The
committee
agreed to take its "ought"
statement to the Academic
Senate and the President to
get its endorsement of the
statement’s basic ideas.
According to Burns, this
would ensure a commitment
from the university that the
recommendcommittee’s
ations would be acted upon
once they are Completed.
Samples presented
sample
Several
statements were presented
to the committee by its
chairman, Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns, who
said he elicited them from
committee members.
One statement suggested
that the general priorities
should be afforded at the
undergraduate level, first to
liberal arts and sciences
general
through
the
education program; second
to liberal education through
B.A. programs in the arts
and sciences; and finally to
pre vocational
and
professional programs.
The statement went on to

professional
that
say
programs would get priority
over "advanced studies in
the arts and sciences" on the
graduate level.
Social needs
Another sample statement
emphasized "social accountability" arguing that
the university, like all institutions in society, must be
addressed to societal needs.
The statement said a
protest in the name of
academic freedom is similar
to a plea by businessmen in
the name of free enterprise.
memo
the
Neither,
suggested, can avoid social
accountability.
Question raised
One committee member,
during the course of
discussion, asked, "Isn’t
there a difference between
community
the
what
mandates and what it
needs?"
Another member replied
that the University must
remain responsive to the
demands placed on it by
incoming students. He noted
that students are signing up
pre -professional
for
programs at a faster rate

than they are for the liberal
arts and sciences.
Committee warned
Dr. Gail Fullerton, dean of
graduate studies, warned the
committee that it should
approach its task "not as the
ideal university in the
platonic heaven" but in the
context of the social reality
of the Bay Area.
Burns agreed, saying with
a smile, "We are not a
committee to design the
Harvard of the West."
Wintterle,
John
Dr.
professor of history, asked
the committee, "How do we
establish priorities for a
future that we can’t really
predict?"
He said social and
demographic changes would
have to be considered if the
committee is to come up with
priorities that make sense
for the future.
Dean assigned
The committee agreed,
and assigned Dr. John Foote,
dean of academic planning,
the task of accumulating
data on student trends and
enrollment projections for
the years to come.
Other ideas raised by the

Tonight

8:00

South Boy Swing Bond
Students 75’

General 11.00
The Hilarious

Congress
of Wonders
with the folk guitar of

Barry Melton
8:00
Thursday &
Friday nights

Ilford )4 Kodak
fiirn . paper . chemistry
20% off at... THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
1. Tune-up
2. Adjust valves
3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
with this itel
13. Check brake fluid -add
14. Check battery fluid -add GOOD TILL DEC. 141

Campus Briefs
his teaching post to work for
KG0 three years ago and has
a talk show as well as being a
disc jockey.
is
January session Extension
Services schedules of classes
will be mailed to all SJSU
students Nov. 18.
A wide range of classes
will be offered by Extension
Services during the winter
break. Regularly enrolled
SJSU students may apply 24
units of Extension Services
credit towards graduation.
SJSU’s Pre-Law Club will
hold a "Workshop in
Preparation for the LSAT"
(Law School Admission
Test) on Nov. 11 at 5 P.M., in
SD 231. Four professors will
discuss the contents and
procedures of test -taking
based on a sample LSAT.
For further information or
a sample of the test, contact
Arthur Urbin, president of
the Pre-Law Club, at 6887566, Henry Gallego, VicePresident, at 295-0614, or Dr.
Kenneth Salter, Advisor, at
277-2269.

SJSU students should be
aware that the postmark
deadline for filing California
apScholarship
State
plications is Nov. 22, 1974.
SCALE (Student Community Academic Learning
Experience) is seeking
volunteers for tutoring and
counseling at a boys’ club on
the east side of San Jose.
There will be day -time
placement of volunteers.
Pre-school programs also
need volunteer teacher
aides, who are willing to
work morning hours. More
information on these and
other projects can be obtained by calling SCALE at
271-2189.

Daily.
"We were hoping for
better coverage this year
because Juan Lucero, a
journalism student, was
going to be on the Daily,"
said Angulo.
when
he
"However,
resigned, we felt we would
have to start our own
publication to be heard
throughout campus," he
added.
"We felt then, as we do
now, that a Chicano journalist should cover Chicano
events," said Angulo.
How can someone really
understand the problems o

BED BUG
WATER BEDS
FEATURING AIR FRAME BEDS
NEEDS NO FRAMELESS WEIGHT

’EASY TO STORE.
’ALL ACCESSORIES.

20% DISCOUNT WITH
ASB CARD OR WITH AD

WINTER
SPECIAL

$29.95

ii. Adjust brakes

John Rico, AS. president,
will report to the A.S.
Council that the administration will give $700
toward a student priority
polltoday at 4 p.m. in the
council chambers.
The poll was suggested by
Rico during his campaign
last spring to find out what
A.S. funded programs are or
are not being used by
students before making a
decision on how much to allot
them in next year’s A.S.
budget.
Diridon Research Corporation is coordinating the
poll and had estimated the
cost at $4,000. The administration asked that the
figure be lowered by using
campus resources where
ever possible.
The sum is now down to
$3,200, according to A.S.
sources.
Carlo Prescott, KG0Radio disc jockey, will speak
at 7:30 tonight in Barracks
No. 8, on "The Making of a
Criminal."
Prescott spent 16 years in
prison and later taught at
Stanford University. He left

trance requirements to see if
they are proper
o The committee planned,
to meet again in two weeks’
after members had prepared
and studied various "ought"
statements.

(AV

!O. New points

Brooks

41

o Taking a look at en-

9. 3 quarts of oil

Study groups, which will
discuss racism in the
women’s movement, are
held Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
Classes in self defense are
scheduled on Thursdays at
7:30 p.m., bicycle repair at
10 a.m. on Saturdays and
auto mechanics on Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. For further
information, contact the
Women’s Center at 294-7265.

Rap Groups, Study Groups
and classes in self defense,
bicycle repair and auto
mechanics will be held according to schedule at the
Women’s Center, Building V.
at 177 Tenth Street.
The rap groups are held
Tuesday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m., Wednesday afternoons
from 3:30 to 5:30 and Fridays
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30.

also sp ecialize
Official lamp
Motor Overhaul
adj. station
Transmission
at MEM
Brakes

VW work

HOURS: Mon.- Fri. 7:30-4:00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7 11

294-1562

llth end See Cries

GI

Si

YE

$1a
month
for a few
good college men.

Chicanos blast Daily,
start own publication

Joint effort
coffee house

o Input from students,
community leaders, alumni
and minority groups about
their needs

8. 4 new spark plugs

A report of smoke in the
Spartan Bookstore brought
the San Jose City Fire
Department to campus
FLOCKED VELVET
yesterday.
POSTERS@ 2.50
Firemen found, upon.
INDIAN JEWELER,/
arrival, that the problem
was a faulty light fixture in
AND TAPESTRIES,
the library’s reserve book
PATCHES PIPES
room rather than the
PAPERS CANDLES
bookstore.
DESIGN 1 -SHIRTS,
A faulty ballast, the
BLACK LIGHTS
structure which makes a
STROBE LIGHTS,
florescent light fixture
BLACK LIGHT
operate, began smoking
POSTERS @1.50
which resulted in the fire
GRLICE LEE
alarm.
According to Ron Delgado.
POSTERS
public information officer
AND !ROIL ONS
for the fire department, a
"We are fed up with the
maintenance electrician was Spartan
said
Daily,"
80 F SAN FERNANDO
called to fix the ballast.
Enrique Angulo, chairman
292 040’ MON SAT 0-6
of the Education Committee
in the MEChA organization.
"As a result we have
decided to publish our own
newsletter for Chicano
students or. this campus."
apecialtztng m the natural looks
A.S. Council has aided the
slyly cut,
scissor cuts & trims
MEChA organization by
body vertu
blowy. styles
appropriating $650 for the
20%
rosn’s blows, styling
newsletter.
OFF
The newsletter is called
1/2 blk from earnpuCOUD0.1
"La Onda." It is published
call for an appotntment
weekly.
52 So. 4th St.
294.4086
According to Angulo,
Out
Chicano students have not
had enough coverage of
events and news by the

r.

conunittee included:

Chicanos if he is not one of
us?" he asked.
The newsletter will cover
only campus events and
news that involve Chicano
students, according to
Angulo.
"La Onda" will be
mimeographed to keep costs
down. We will, however,
probably need more money
later in the year to keep
going," said Angulo.

$100 for each month of the school year. It’s like a
$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify, you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps’ Platoon
Leaders Class.
You’ll also be earning a Marine officer’s commission through PLC summer training at
Quantico,Virginia.
Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.
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The newsletter will be
distributed throughout the
campus as a handout.
"We will have volunteers
help us distribute the
newsletter, but we will have
no formal distribution
system."

The Marines are
looking for a few good men.
DATE: 6, 7 November 1974
PLACE: Aviation Department
TIME: 9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
TELEPHONE: (415) 273-6126
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UNIVERSITY OF 11ANVAIII

Charter flights available only to students, faculty, staff and their immediate
families
of San Jose State University.
ARTHA
For information and reservations, phone or stop by and ask
OR JAN
235 EAST SANTA Cl ’RA STREET :t;710 SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95113 PHONE
(408) 287-8240

!student

vices WestIrc.

litoti%iiig Program. 115

Students $1.50
General $2.00

476 So. TENTH

287-5151

Fare based on pro rata share of minimum group 40 and includes an administration fee of $13.00 Fare is
.7) accordance with tariff on file with the CAB and includes all taxes Fare may vary based on the actual
tumber of passengers travelling. Aircraft used are B707 or 008 or DC 10 or 6 747 jets.
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